Council of Finance
Hearing Date: November 09, 2018
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM
Small Conference Room, S204L

- Council of Finance Members, Present and Voting: *Juangerardo Parra, Brenda Valenzuela, Andrea Macias and Jason Lillie*

- Meeting commenced at 10:00 AM

- Hearings and Proposal Review
  - Society of Women Engineers UHD Chapel at 10:15 AM
  - UHD Northwest Ambassadors at 10:30 AM
  - Association of Computing Machinery UHD Chapel at 10:45 AM

- Council of Finance Deliberation and Voting
  - Society of Women Engineers UHD Chapel at 11:00 AM
  - UHD Northwest Ambassadors at 11:10 AM
  - Association of Computing Machinery UHD Chapel at 11:20 AM

- Meeting Adjourned at 11:30 AM
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